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About  

About the blog 
Continental Breakfast Travel (CBT) is a growing blog dedicated to discovering the best 
of Europe: historic cities, amazing museums, incredible natural scenery and more. 
 
Since its creation in March 2013, CBT has become known for uncovering Europe’s 
best hidden gems, but doesn’t shy away from more established tourist destinations. 
 
Aimed at independent travellers, CBT is a source of advice, information, 
entertainment and – above all – inspiration. 

  
About me 
I am John Pilkington, a 24 year-old young professional and 
British expat currently based in Dusseldorf, Germany. 
 
Travel blogging is a personal and professional passion of mine – 
I currently work in content marketing in the travel industry and 
have a background in PR. 



The story so far 

17 March 2013 
Continental Breakfast Travel comes to life on my kitchen 
table on a raining Manchester evening 

27 August 2013  
CBT achieves high of 980 page views in a single day 

November 2013 
I partner with Blacks to review two of their products 

22 August 2014 
After being recommended by another tourism board, I 
partner with Harz Tourism for my first press trip 

1 December 2014 
CBT is named as one of Top 20 Urban Travel Blogs 
of 2014 by holidaylettings.co.uk 

http://www.blacks.co.uk/
http://en.harzinfo.de/
http://www.holidaylettings.co.uk/blog/20-urban-bloggers/


Traffic & audience profile 

Audience profile 

UK - 35% 

US - 17% 

DE - 13% 

CA - 3% 

AU - 2% 

Other - 22% 

Traffic 
 

1,997 page views per month* 
928 visitors per month* 

850+ comments 
 

*based on averages from 1 April 2013 – 30 
November 2014 

 
Commonly used search terms: 

 
 underrated cities in Europe 

 hidden gems 
Russia in winter 

 Chernobyl/Pripyat photos 
 facts about Manchester/Lithuania 

 Eurovision trivia 

 

2.2 pages  
viewed per visit 



Social media 

Continental Breakfast 
Travel Blog 

Fans: 206 

@jpilkington09 
Followers: 385 

jpilkington09 
374 following 

58 
Klout rating 

158 
subscribers  

(WordPress & bloglovin’) 

https://www.facebook.com/ContinentalBreakfastTravel?ref=hl
https://www.facebook.com/ContinentalBreakfastTravel?ref=hl
https://twitter.com/jpilkington09
http://instagram.com/jpilkington09


Case Study: Harz Region, Germany 

I was invited by Harz Tourism to spend four days in the region exploring its 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites. 
 
CBT portrayed the area as a hidden gem, focusing on the beauty and 
history of the region. 
 
Resulting coverage spanned three months and included social media posts, 
as well as three articles (a photo essay, a list-post and a destination guide). 
 
These posts received a combined total of 875 page views within the first 
three months. 

“Beautiful pictures, John! You’ve 
convinced me to add it to my list!” 
– Vlad (18-24), Romania 
 
“Sounds like my type of region.” 
– James (50-64), UK 
 
 

“Seriously, such a cute area!”  
– Anna (25-34), Russia 
 
“I would definitely visit. It looks 
absolutely fascinating, and the hiking 
looks top notch.”  
– Frankie, (25-34), Italy 
 



jpilkington09@gmail.com 

“It was a real pleasure to work with John. As soon as you get in touch with 
him, you instantly feel he is really interested in the topic and loves sharing his 

experiences with his audience. 
 

“He also has a professional understanding of the way how we as a tourist 
destination want to advertise our product and he manages to incorporate 

this in his posts without losing his own way of writing.” 
- Andreas Lehmberg, Harz Tourism 


